
PAY SIMPLE , FEEL SECURE

www.secure-pay.io



Securepay Cards
SecurePay aims to become the preferred 
cryptocurrency ensuring safe, 
anonymous, direct virtual payments. 
Virtual Coin Card can be used for trades,
for online payments and purchases 
anywhere in the world using 
just SecurePay virtual card

WWW.SECURE-PAY.IO
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Features

Zero Fees01

Up To 10% Cashback On Your Purchases02

Hold Crypto And Exchange Only When 
You Need To03

Pay simple , Feel secure



Whitepaper 2.0

Marketing Phase 2

Roadmap

Website 
Launch/Whitepaper 1.0

Private Sale/ Pinksale 
KYC,SAFU, audit

Public Launch

Influencer Support 
Marketing

Trending…

App Beta Release

CMC/ CG Listing

 SecurePay Swap

CMC/ CG Listing

Social Media Marketing
Campaign

PHASE 1

 Huge Partnerships

Exchange Listing

Mobile App

CERTIK Audit

Borrowing and lending 
implementations

PHASE 2 PHASE 3

MORE TO COME.....
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Tokenomics

BUY TAX SELL TAX

Pay simple , Feel secure

2% Marketing 2% Marketing

2% Development 2% Development

2% Auto LP 2% Auto LP



Staking

SRPAY token holders can earn APY Up to 130% using our 
staking system. Staking offers SRPAY token holders a way 
of putting their digital assets to work and earning passive 
income without needing to sell them. The more SRPAY you 
stake, the more rewards you can earn. SRPAY staking is 
very safe, coins used for staking never leave your wallet. 
SRPAY staking means locking up your tokens, they are still 
in your wallet and only you have access to them and you 
can unlock your funds anytime. Put your SRPAY tokens to 
work and earn rewards on it.

30 Days lock : 35% APY

90 Days Lock: 75% APY

180 Days Lock: 90% APY

365 Days Lock: 130% APY
 
 



Secureswap
swap.secure-pay.io
SecurePay Swap provides DeFi tools for token holders and 
businesses to buy, trade, create and protect cryptoassets 
with confidence. In the crypto world we believe utility is the 
highest value. SecurePay Swap will encourage more 
people to invest in digital assets while protecting their 
privacy, security, autonomy and authority. Our goal is to 
set economic freedom around the world.
Swap allows users to easily exchange one cryptocurrency 
for another. SecurePay Swap works on the BSC.
No more need to do it through CEX.

FEATURE1

Pay simple , Feel secure



FEATURE1

Pay simple , Feel secure

Security and
Safety
The mobile element of virtual cards makes online shopping 
easier and more convenient than ever for businesses while 
protecting their information.
Linking transactions to personal information provides risk 
of a threat of data collection and identity theft. That's why 
we prefer to use blockchain technologies to ensure that all 
money has been spent from your wallet would not be 
traced.

Transactions are fast, anonymous, final and 
unchangeable.There are no spending limits.Your actions 
are safe and secure from identity theft and other data 
collection.


